MATCH REPORT

AUS-Australia

Full Time

5 - 4

Halftime

1 - 4

KOR-Korea

Time on | Shirt No. | Name           | Green | Yellow | Red
------|-----------|----------------|-------|--------|------
X      | 4         | EASTHAM Casey  |       |        |      |
6      | RIVERS Megan |                 |       |        |      |
7      | WALKER Kim    |                 |       |        |      |
10     | HOLLYWOOD Kate |              |       |        |      |
11     | HALLIDAY Emily |              |       |        |      |
12     | BLYTH Madonna |                |       |        |      |
14     | ARROLD Jessica |                |       |        |      |
15     | McGURK Kobe    |              |       |        |      |
17     | IMISON Rachel (GK) |    |       |      |
24     | LAMBERT Angela |                |       |        |      |
25     | WELLS Melanie  |                |       |        |      |
28     | MUNRO Hope     |                |       |        |      |
29     | ATTARD Teneal  |                |       |        |      |
30     | YOUNG Sarah    |                |       |        |      |
32     | HUDSON Nicole (C) |            |       |        |      |

Coach | MURRAY Frank

Time on | Shirt No. | Name           | Green | Yellow | Red
------|-----------|----------------|-------|--------|------
X      | 1         | MOON Young Hui (GK) |       |        |      |
3      | CHO Hye Sook |                  |       |        |      |
5      | KIM Young Ran |                 |       |        |      |
7      | LEE Seon Ok (C) |              |       |        | 60   |
8      | KIM Jung Hee    |               |       |        |      |
9      | PARK Mi Hyun    |                |       |        |      |
11     | KIM Mi Seon     |               |       |        |      |
12     | KIM Jong Eun   |                |       |        |      |
14     | EUM Mi Young    |                |       |        |      |
15     | GIM Sung Hee    |               |       |        |      |
18     | SEO Hye Jin    |               |       |        |      |
19     | PARK Jeong Sook |              |       |        |      |
22     | KIM Eun Sil   |               |       |        |      |
13     | HAN Hye Young  |               |       |        |      |

Coach | HAN Jin Soo

Team Manager | Signature
BOOTH Elizabeth

Umpire | Signature
IPARRUGUIRRE Soledad (ARG)

Judge | Signature
TUERO Anna (ESP)

Technical Officer | Signature
PIGRETTI Laura (ARG)

Team Manager | Signature
YOO Duk

Umpire | Signature
BARTLEMA Stella (NED)

Judge | Signature
MORROW Sheila (GBR)

Reserve Umpire | Signature
SPITALERI Gina (ITA)

Team | Minute | Shirt No. | Action | Score
---|--------|-----------|--------|------
KOR | 18     | 11        | FG     | 0 - 1 |
AUS | 25     | 13        | FG     | 1 - 1 |
KOR | 27     | 22        | FG     | 1 - 2 |
KOR | 32     | 15        | PC     | 1 - 3 |
KOR | 34     | 9         | FG     | 1 - 4 |
AUS | 47     | 32        | FG     | 2 - 4 |
AUS | 50     | 13        | FG     | 3 - 4 |
AUS | 56     | 30        | FG     | 4 - 4 |
AUS | 65     | 4         | FG     | 5 - 4 |

Remarks

Tournament Director - ELLIS Janet (CAN)

Legend:
X Captain
(GK) Goalkeeper
FG Field Goal
PC Penalty Corner